“With the price of fuel I told my captains to maintain
economy cruise - with my ShipTracks speed alarm
I got an email when they were crossing the bay at
high cruise. When I called them on it, they couldn’t
figure out how I knew. Since then I’ve saved over
4,000 gallons per month - 8% in fuel economy.”
Jim Branter, Marine Towing of Tampa
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hipTracks is an AIS based tracking and management system
that will transform the efficiency of all maritime shipping and
service providers. With the click of a mouse you can track your vessels,
your customer’s vessels or service
“For just $99 a month I saved over vessel in real time. Whether your
$200,000 in fuel cost with ShipTracks” company has a few tugboats or you
have a fleet of tankers, ShipTracks
is an amazingly affordable management tool that will save you time,
money and perhaps your business.
The days of tracking and managing by phone and fax are numbered. To
be competitive you will have to use an online system with AIS technology. ShipTracks offers more simple to use customized features and options
than any other AIS tracking and vessel management service, and at the
industry’s best rate.
5 n. church street, fairhope, al 36532

- Customizable features to better fit
company or individual use
- Essential tool to aid investigations
- Enhance maritime domain awareness
- Expedite response to incidents and
reference for more accurate information
- Playback animated image of vessel or
terminal activity
- Monitor vessels real-time for safety
and security purposes
- Increase efficiencies for port and
facilities personnel

I toll::877.211.1020 I main::251.210.1020 I fax::251.928.5411 I www.ShipTracks.com

CUSTOMIZE YOUR AIS WITH SHIPTRACKS
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1::customized alarm zones::User-defined alarm zones for notice of arrival,
departures and speed by automatic email.
2::customized report zones::Produce reports for arrivals and departures at
ports or terminals. Draw reports from specific zones of interest.
3::custom chart display::Start with a world view and zoom to the dock. Also, toggle
between screen views of (1) Google Satellite, (2) Google Street Map or (3) Nautical Chart.
4::real time information::Integrated information from weather stations, mile
markers, lock status and river stages.

2 Customized reports
about your vessels from
your zones of interest.

5::share throughout company users::Share views, filters and alarms among
different users in your group – this only needs to be created once and then it can be shared
throughout your group.
6::create multiple filters & groups::The ability to create multiple filters, list or
groups of vessels to easily find your ships and information.
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7::constant situational awareness::Show tags/labels and historical tracks for
all vessels or filtered version.
8::productivity assistance::Manage demurrage faster and more accurately, making
the billing process more transparent.
9::incident investigation::Historical playback of data - all features active. You have
the ability to identify sources of dock damage, AtoN damage and spills.
(1) Google Satellite View
10::ship notes & group notes::Make notes about a vessel in your private database.
Also, set up and maintain notes about vessels for every authorized member in your group
– they can be edited and the edits are automatically stored in a database.

(2) Google Street View
(3) Nautical Chart

11::security::We can integrate any company’s proprietary information into the system
and place it behind your firewall – creating an intranet for your company.
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Only ShipTracks provides mile marker
locations that let you know specific
location info about your vessel.
5 n. church street, fairhope, al 36532
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Filter out info to show only your vessels
info, data and even historical track.
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